A reusable agent-based generic model is presented for a specific class of Ambient Intelligence applications: those cases addressing human wellbeing and functioning from a human-like understanding. The model incorporates ontologies, knowledge and dynamic models from human-directed sciences such as psychology, social science, neuroscience and biomedical sciences. The model has been formally specified, and it is shown how for specific applications it can be instantiated by application-specific elements, thus providing an executable specification that can be used for prototyping. Moreover, it is shown how dynamic properties can be formally specified and verified against generated traces.
Introduction
The environment in which humans operate has an important influence on their wellbeing and performance. For example, a comfortable workspace or an attentive partner may contribute to good performance or prevention of health problems. Recent developments within Ambient Intelligence provide technological possibilities to contribute to such personal care; cf. [Aarts et al. (2003) ], [Aarts et al. (2001) ], [Riva et al. (2005) ]. For example, our car may warn us when we are falling asleep while driving or when we are too drunk to drive. Such applications can be based on possibilities to acquire sensor information about humans and their functioning, but more substantial applications depend on the availability of adequate knowledge for analysis of information about human functioning. If knowledge about human functioning is represented in a formal and computational format in devices in the environment, these devices can show more human-like understanding, and (re)act accordingly by undertaking actions in a knowledgeable manner that improve the human's wellbeing and performance. As another example, the workspaces of naval officers may in-clude systems that track their gaze and characteristics of stimuli (e.g., airplanes on a radar screen), and use this information in a computational model that is able to estimate where their attention is focussed at; cf. [Bosse et al. (2006b) ]. When it turns out that an officer neglects parts of a radar screen, such a system can either indicate this to the person (by a warning), or arrange in the background that another person or computer system takes care of this neglected part.
In recent years, human-directed scientific areas such as cognitive science, psychology, neuroscience and biomedical sciences have made substantial progress in providing an increased insight in the various physical and mental aspects involved in human functioning. Although much work still remains to be done, dynamic models have been developed and formalised for a variety of such aspects and the way in which humans (try to) manage or regulate them. From a biomedical angle, examples of such aspects are (management of) heart functioning, diabetes, eating regulation disorders, and HIV-infection; e.g., [Bosse et al. (2006a) ], [Green (2005) ]. From a psychological and social angle, examples are emotion regulation, attention regulation, addiction management, trust management, stress management, and criminal behaviour management; e.g., [Gross (2007) ], [Bosse et al. (2007) ], [Bosse et al. (2008c) ].
The focus of this paper is on the class of Ambient Intelligence applications as described, where the ambient software has context awareness (see, for example, [Schmidt (2005) ], [Schmidt et al. (1999) ], [Schmidt et al. (2001) ]) about human behaviours and states, and (re)acts on these accordingly. For this class of applications an agent-based generic model is presented, which has been formally specified. For a specific application, this model can be instantiated by case-specific knowledge to obtain a specific model in the form of executable specifications that can be used for simulation and analysis. In addition to the naval officer case already mentioned, the generic model has been tested on a number of other Ambient Intelligence applications of the class as indicated. Three of these applications are discussed as an illustration, in Section 5, 6 and 7 respectively. Section 3.2 describes the modelling approach. In Section 3.3 the global architecture of the generic model is presented. Section 4 shows the internal structure of an ambient agent in this model. Section 8 shows how overall properties of this type of Ambient Intelligence system can be specified, verified against traces and logically related to properties of the system's subcomponents. Finally, Section 9 is a discussion.
Modelling Approach
This section briefly introduces the modelling approach used to specify the generic model. To specify the model conceptually and formally, the agent-oriented perspective is a suitable choice. The processes in the generic process model can be performed by different types of agents, some human, some artificial. The modelling approach used is based on the component-based agent design method DESIRE [Brazier et al. (2002) ], and the language TTL for formal specification and verification of dynamic properties [Bosse et al. (2008b) ], ].
ample, [Brazier et al. (2000) ], [Brazier et al. (2002) ]), a distinction is made between active, agent components (human or artificial), and passive, world components (e.g., part of the physical world or a database). Furthermore, within an agent a mind may be distinguished from a physical body. This provides the types of components distinguished shown in Figure 3.1. Here the dotted rectangles depict agents with mind and body distinguished within them, and the other geometrical shapes denote world components. Given the distinctions made between components, interactions between such components are of different types as well. Figure 3 .1 depicts a number of possible interactions by the arrows. Table 3 .1 shows an overview of the possible interactions. 
Interaction Between Agents
Interaction between two agents may be communication or bodily interaction, for example, fighting. When within the agent a distinction is made between mind and body, communication can be modelled as information transfer between an agent's mind and another agent's mind. Whether for a given application of the generic model, within agents a mind and a body are distinguished, depends on the assumptions made about the application domain. If it is assumed that communication is independent of and cannot be affected by other processes in the world, then communication can most efficiently be modelled as information transfer between minds. If, in contrast, it is to be modelled how communication is affected by other processes in the world (e.g., effects on the quality of a channel or network), then it is more adequate to model communication as bodily interaction. Obviously, also in cases that it is to be modelled how agents affect each others bodies, as in fighting, the latter is the most adequate option.
Agent-World Interaction
Interaction between an agent and a world component can be either observation or action performance; cf. [Brazier et al. (2000) ]. An action is generated by an agent, and transfers to a world component to have its effect there. An observation has two directions: the observation focus is generated by an agent and transfers to a world component (providing access to a certain aspect of the world), and the provision of the observation result is generated by the world component and transfers to the agent. Combinations of interactions are possible, such as performing an action and observing the effect of the action afterwards. When the agent's body is distinguished from its mind, interaction between agent and world can be modelled as transfer between this body and a world component. In addition, interaction between the agent's mind and its body (the vertical arrows in Figure 1) can be used to model the effect of mental processes (deciding on actions and observations to undertake) on the agent-world interaction and vice versa (incorporating observation results). Also here, whether for a given application of the generic model interaction between an agent and the world is modelled according to the first or the second option, depends on the assumptions made about the application domain. If it is assumed that performance of an intended action generated by the mind has a direct effect on the world and has no relevant effect on an agent's body, then it can most efficiently be modelled according to the first option. If, in contrast, it is to be modelled how actions and observations are also affected by other processes in the body or world, then the second option is more adequate. Also in cases that it is to be modelled how the world affects an agent body, obviously the second option is the most adequate option. The naval officer example Table 3 .2 illustrates the different types of components and interactions for a case concerning a naval officer, as briefly explained in the introduction. The officer keeps track of incoming planes on a radar screen, and acts on those ones classified as dangerous.
Generic State Ontologies at the Global Level For the information exchanged between components at the global level, generic ontologies have been specified. This has been done in a universal order-sorted predicate logic format that easily can be translated into more specific ontology languages. Table 3 .3 provides an overview of the generic sorts and ambient agent has observation focus on radar screen and naval officer gaze ambient agent extracts info from views predicates used in interactions at the global level. Examples of the use of this ontology will be found in the case studies. 
Generic State Ontologies within Ambient Agent and World
To express the information involved in the agent's internal processes, the ontology shown in Table 3 .5 was specified. 
Case Study 1: An Ambient Driver Support System
One of the application cases addressed to evaluate the applicability of the generic model is an ambient driver support system (see Table 3 .6 and Figure 3 .2). This example was inspired by a system that is currently under development by Toyota. It is a fail-safe system for cars that analyses whether a driver is drunk and in that case automatically shuts the vehicle down. The system uses sensors that analyse sweat on the palms of the driver's hands to assess the blood alcohol level and does not allow the vehicle to be started if the reading is above specified safety limits. The system can also kick in if sensors detect abnormal steering operations, or if a special camera shows that the driver's gaze is not focused. The car is then slowed to a halt. The system makes use of a dynamic model of a driver's functioning expressing that a high alcohol level in the blood leads to measurable alcohol in the sweat, and to observable behaviour showing abnormal steering operation and unfocused gaze. For the ambient driver support case, several domain specific rules have been identified in addition to the generic rules specified in Section 3.3 and 3.4. Some of the key rules are expressed below. For all domain specific rules, see Appendix 3.10. First of all, within the Driver Assessment Agent an explicit representation is present of a dynamic model of the driver's functioning.
In this model it is represented how a high alcohol level in the blood has physiological and behavioural consequences that can be observed: (1) physiological: a high alcohol level in the sweat, (2) behavioural: abnormal steering operation and an unfocused gaze. The dynamic model is represented by the following beliefs in the component Maintenance of Dynamic Models.
internal(driver assessment agent)|belief(leadsto(alcohol level high, driver assessment(negative), D)) internal(driver assessment agent)|belief(leadsto(abnormal steering operation ∧ unfocused gaze, driver assessment(negative), D))
The Driver Assessment Agent receives this observable information from the various monitoring agents, of which the precise specification has been omitted for the sake of brevity. By the simple abductive reasoning method specified by the generic temporal rule in Section 3.4, when relevant the Driver Assessment Agent can derive that the driver has a high alcohol level, from which the agent concludes that the driver assessment is negative. These The first temporal rule specifies that if the driver assessment is negative, and the car is not driving, then the ignition of the car is blocked:
internal(cruise control agent)|belief(driver assessment(negative)) ∧ internal(cruise control agent)|belief(car is not driving) output(cruise control agent)|performing in(block ignition, car and environment)
If the car is already driving, whereas the assessment is negative, the car is slowed down.
internal(cruise control agent)|belief(driver assessment(negative)) ∧ internal(cruise control agent)|belief(car is driving) output(cruise control agent)|performing in(slow down car, car and environment)
Based upon such temporal rules, simulation runs of the system have been generated, of which an example trace is shown in Figure 3 .3. In the figure, the left side indicates the atoms that occur during the simulation whereas the right side indicates a time line where a dark box indicates the atom is true at that time point and a grey box indicates false.
In the trace, the initial alcohol level in the sweat is 0.4 per mille which is below the maximum allowed level of 0.5 per mille.
internal(alcohol level sensoring agent)|observed result from(alcohol level(0.4), driver)
The driver starts the car and accelerates, resulting in a driving car.
internal(car and environment)|world fact(car driving) However, after a while the driver's alcohol level rises to 0.6 per mille, which is classified as high by the Alcohol Level Monitoring Agent, and this is communicated to the Driver Agent-Based Ubiquitous Computing input(driver assessment agent)|communicated from to(alcohol level high, alcohol level monitoring agent, driver assessment agent)
By the abductive reasoning method this agent assesses the driver as negative, which is communicated to the Cruise Control Agent, which starts to intervene. First it slows down the car, and after it stopped, the agent blocks the ignition:
output(cruise control agent)|performing in(slow down car, car and environment) output(cruise control agent)|performing in(block ignition, car and environment)
A more elaborated description of the model and the simulation results can be found in [Bosse et al. (2008a) ].
Case Study 2: Ambient Aggression Handling System
This case study is inspired by a system which is operational in the city of Groningen, the Netherlands (see Table 3 .7 and Figure 3 .4). It makes use of a camera that is equipped with a microphone, and mounted at places where aggression could occur, for example in railway stations or near bars in city centres. Initially the system only records the sound, which is dynamically analysed by an aggression detection system. As soon as this system detects that the recorded sound is different (more aggressive) from the standard background noise, it turns on the camera and warns the officers at the police station. Subsequently, the police can assess the situation stating that aggression in the crowd leads to sounds with a certain frequency (for simplicity represented as sound(loud)). The latter is observable information, so when this comes in, by a simple abductive reasoning method the Sound Analysis Agent concludes a belief that there is aggression in the crowd; this information is transferred to the Camera Control Agent, upon which the latter agent communicates a request for view to the Camera Agent. This is done via the following rule (which is part of the component Plan Determination of the Camera Control Agent):
internal(camera control agent)|belief(aggression in crowd) output(camera control agent)|communication from to(inspection needed, camera control agent, camera agent)
Eventually, when the current sound and the view are perceived, both types of information are transferred to the police officer at the station. For the simulation, this police officer uses the following temporal rule (which is part of the component Process Analysis of the police officer) to conclude that there is probably aggression in the crowd:
∀S:SOUND ∀V:VIEW internal(police officer at station)|belief(inspection needed) ∧ internal(police officer at station)|belief(sound(S)) ∧ internal(police officer at station)|belief(view(V)) ∧ internal(police officer at station)|belief(sound view classification(S, V, aggressive)) internal(police officer at station)|belief(aggression in crowd)
If this officer concludes the belief that there is aggression in the crowd, the police officer at the station notifies the police officer at the street that inspection is needed. As a result, this police officer will go to the location of the aggression to observe the actual situation. He will use a similar rule to the one above to conclude that there is indeed aggression, and if this is the case, he will perform the action of stopping the aggression. An example trace that was generated on the basis of these temporal rules is shown in Figure 3 .5.
As seen in this trace, from the start of the simulation, there is aggression in the crowd, which is indicated by a loud sound and the view of fighting persons:
internal(persons in crowd)|world fact(sound(loud)) internal(persons in crowd)|world fact(view(fighting persons))
The Microphone Agent transfers the sound to the Sound Analysis Agent: output(microphone agent)|communication from to(sound(loud), microphone agent, sound analysis agent)
By simple abductive reasoning the Sound Analysis Agent generates the belief that there aggression, and informs the Camera Control Agent and the police officer at the station:
output(sound analysis agent)|communication from to(inspection needed, sound analysis agent, camera control agent) output(sound analysis agent)|communication from to(inspection needed, sound analysis agent, police officer at station) output(sound analysis agent)|communication from to(sound(loud), sound analysis agent, police officer at station) Next, the Camera Control Agent informs the Camera Agent that inspection is needed:
output(camera control agent)|communication from to(inspection needed, camera control agent, camera agent)
The camera agent observes the fighting persons: This information is then transferred to the police officer at the station, who generates the belief that there is aggression in the crowd:
internal(police officer at station)|belief(aggression in crowd)
After this, the police officer at the station notifies the police officer at the street that (further) inspection is needed, who confirms that there is indeed aggression in the crowd, and undertakes the action of stopping the aggression (which eventually results in a quiet and calm environment):
output(police officer at street)|performing in(stop aggresion, persons in crowd)
Case Study 3: Ambient System for Management of Medicine Usage
Another case used to evaluate the generic model concerns management of medicine usage; e.g., [Green (2005) ]. The (ambient) Usage Support Agent has a dynamic model of the medicine concentration in the patient. This model is used to estimate the current concentration, which is also communicated to the (ambient) Medicine Box Agent. The Medicine Box Agent monitors whether medicine is taken from the box, and the position thereof in the box. In case, for example, the patient intends to take the medicine too soon after the previous dose, it finds out that the medicine should not be taken at the moment (i.e., the sum of the estimated current medicine level plus a new dose is too high), and communicates a warning to the patient by a beep sound. Furthermore, all information obtained by this agent is passed on to the (ambient) Usage Support Agent. All information about medicine usage is stored in the patient database by this agent. If the patient tried to take the medicine too early, a warning SMS with a short explanation is communicated to the cell phone of the patient, in addition to the beep sound already communicated by the Medicine Box Agent. On the other hand, in case the Usage Support Agent finds out that the medicine is not taken on time (i.e., the medicine concentration is estimated too low for the patient and no medicine was taken yet), it can take measures as well. First of all, it can warn the patient by communicating an SMS to the patient cell phone. This is done soon after the patient should have taken the medicine. In case the patient still does not take medicine (for example after a number of hours), the agent can communicate an SMS to the cell phone of the appropriate doctor. The doctor can look into the patient database to see the medicine usage, and in case the doctor feels it is necessary to discuss the state of affairs with the patient, he or she can contact the patient via a call from the doctor cell phone to the patient cell phone. Table 3 .8 presents an overview of the various components and their interactions.
The specification of the interaction between the various components within the medicine box case has similarity with the two other cases and has therefore been omitted for the sake of brevity, see Appendix 3.12 for more details. One major difference however is the model the usage support agent has of the patient. The agent maintains a quantitative model of the medicine level of the patient using the following knowledge:
This model basically specifies that a current medicine level C of medicine M and a known usage effect at the current time point of E combined with a decay value of G, leads to a belief of a new medicine level C + E -G * (C + E) * D after duration D. Below, Figure 3 .7 shows how the medicine level varies over time when the ambient system support the medicine versus the case where the system is not active. The minimum medicine level required in the patient's blood is 0.3 whereas the maximum allowed medicine level is 1.4. As can be seen, the medicine level using the system does meet these demands whereas without support the level does not. Table 3 .8 Components and interactions of the ambient medicine usage management system subject components subject agents subject world components human patient medicine box subject interactions observation and action by subject agent in subject world component patient takes or puts medicine from a particular compartment in medicine box ambient components ambient agents ambient world components medicine box agent, usage support agent, patient and doctor phone, human doctor patient database ambient interactions communication between ambient agents medicine box agent communicates to the medicine usage support agent that a pill has been taken out or added to a compartment of the box medicine usage support agent communicates to the patient cell phone agent a text message that medicine needs to be taken medicine usage support agent communicates to the doctor cell phone agent a text message that a certain patient has not taken his medicine for a certain duration doctor cell phone communicates to patient cell phone (and vice versa) doctor cell phone communicates to the doctor a text message that a certain patient has not take his medicine for a certain duration observation and action by ambient agent in ambient world component usage support agent adds and retrieves info to/from patient database interactions between subject and ambient communication between ambient agent and subject agent observation by ambient agent in subject world component medicine box agent communicates to patient a warning beep patient communicates with patient phone doctor communicates with doctor phone medicine box agent focuses on medicine box and receives observation results from medicine box A more elaborated description of the model and the simulation results can be found in [Hoogendoorn et al. (2008) ]. Agent-Based Ubiquitous Computing Fig. 3 .7 Medicine level with (top figure) and without ambient system usage (x-axis denotes time and y-axis denotes the medicine level, note the different scale)
Specification and Verification of Dynamic Properties
This section addresses specification and verification of relevant dynamic properties (expressed as formulae in the TTL language) of the cases considered, for example, requirements imposed on these systems. In the future, also the IFIP properties on user interfaces for AmI applications can be tested [Gram and Cockton (1996) ].
Properties of the system as a whole A natural property of the Ambient Driver Support System is that a drunken driver cannot continue driving. A driver is considered drunk if the blood alcohol level is above threshold a. The global properties (GP) of the presented systems (abbreviated as ADSS, AAHS and AMUMS respectively) are:
GP1(ADSS) No drunken driver
If the driver's blood alcohol level is above threshold a, then within 30 seconds the car will not drive and the engine will be off ∀γ:TRACE, t:TIME, R:REAL state(γ, t, internal(driver)) |= world fact(alcohol level(R)) & R > a ⇒ ∃t2:TIME < t:TIME + 30 [state(γ, t2, internal(car and environment)) |= world fact(car not driving)]
For the Ambient Aggression Handling System a similar property is that aggression is stopped as soon as it occurs. Here for the example a situation is considered aggressive if persons are fighting and there is a high sound level.
GP1(AAHS) No aggression
If the persons in the crowd are fighting and noisy, then within 35 time steps they will be calm and quite ∀γ:TRACE, t:TIME state(γ, t, internal(persons in crowd)) |= world fact(view(fighting persons)) & state(γ, t, internal(persons in crowd)) |= world fact(sound(loud)) ⇒ ∃t2:TIME < t:TIME + 35 [ state(γ, t, internal(persons in crowd)) |= world fact(view(calm persons)) & state(γ, t, internal(persons in crowd)) |= world fact(sound(quiet)) ]
For the Ambient Medicine Usage Management System, a relevant property is that the medicine concentration is relatively stable, which means that it stays between an upper and lower bound.
GP1(AMUMS) Stable Medicine Concentration
At any time point the medicine concentration is between lower bound M1 and upper bound M2 ∀γ:TRACE, t:TIME, R:REAL
All three of these properties have been automatically verified (using the TTL checker tool [Bosse et al. (2008b) ]) against the traces shown in the paper. For each of these trace whereby the system is in use, the property GP1 holds.
Interlevel Relations Between Properties at Different Aggregation Levels
Following ], dynamic properties can be specified at different aggregation levels. Illustrated for the Driver case, three levels are used: properties of system as a whole, properties of subsystems, and properties of agents and the world within a subsystem. In Table 3 .9 it is shown for the Ambient Driver Support System how the property at the highest level relates to properties at the lower levels (see also Figure 2 ). The lower level properties in the fourth column are described below. The property GP1 of the system as a whole can be logically related to properties of the subsystems (shown in the second column in the table) by the following inter level relation:
This expresses that the system functions well when all of the subsystems for sensoring, monitoring, assessment, plan determination and the subject process function well.
Properties of subsystems
The properties characterising correct functioning of each of the subsystems are described below.
S1 Sensoring system
If the sensory system receives observation input from the world and driver concerning alcohol level, gaze focus and steering operation, then it will provide as output this information for the monitoring system.
M1 Monitoring system
If the monitoring system receives sensor information input concerning alcohol level, gaze-focus and steering operation from the sensoring system, then it will provide as output monitoring information concerning qualification of alcohol-level, gaze-focus and steering operation for the assessment system.
A1 Assessment system
If this system receives monitoring information concerning specific qualifications of alcohol-level, gaze-focus and steering operation, then it will provide as output a qualification of the state.
P1 Plan determination system
If the plan determination system receives an overall qualification of the state, then it will generate as output actions to be undertaken.
SP1 Subject process
If the subject process receives actions to be undertaken, then it will obtain the effects of these actions. If the driver's blood alcohol level is above threshold a, then the driver will operate the steering wheel abnormally and the driver's gaze is unfocused. Table 3 .9 in the fourth column, each property of a subsystem is logically related to properties of the components within the subsystem. For example, the inter level relation SSA1 & GSA1 & ASA1 ⇒ S1 expresses that the sensoring subsystem functions well when each of the sensoring agents functions well (similarly, for the monitoring subsystem). Examples of properties characterising correct functioning of components are the following. The properties for the other sensoring and monitoring agents (GSA1, ASA1, GMA1, AMA1) are similar.
Properties of components As indicated in

SSA1 Steering Sensoring agent
If the Steering Sensoring agent receives observation results about steering wheel operation then it will communicate this information to the Steering Monitoring agent observation.
SMA1 Steering Monitoring agent
If the Steering Monitoring agent receives observation results about the steering wheel, and this operation is abnormal, then it will communicate to the Driver Assessment Agent that steering operation is abnormal.
The properties for the Driver Assessment Agent are:
DAA1 Assessment based on alcohol
If the Driver Assessment Agent receives input that the alcohol level is high, then it will generate as output communication to the Cruise Control agent that the driver state is inadequate.
DAA2 Assessment based on behaviour
If the Driver Assessment Agent receives input that steering operation is abnormal and gaze is unfocused, then it will generate as output communication to the Cruise Control agent that the driver state is inadequate.
For the Cruise Control Agent the properties are:
CCA1 Slowing down a driving car
If the Cruise Control agent receives communication to that the driver state is inadequate, and the car is driving, then it will slow down the car.
CCA2 Turning engine off for a non driving car
If the Cruise Control agent receives communication that the driver state is inadequate, and the car is not driving, then it will turn off the engine.
The properties for the Car and Environment are:
CE1 Slowing down stops the car
If the Car and Environment components perform the slowing down action, then within 20 seconds the car will not drive.
CE2 Turning off the engine makes the engine off
If the Car and Environment components perform the turn off engine action, then within 5 seconds the engine will be off.
The Use of Interlevel Relations in Fault Diagnosis
Sometimes an error might occur in a component within the system. Therefore, a trace has also been generated whereby the functioning of the various agents is correct with a certain probability. In the resulting trace, the overall property GP1 does not hold. Therefore, the refined properties have been verified to determine the exact cause of this failure, and the results thereof show that the alcohol level monitoring agent does not communicate that the alcohol level is high, whereas the level is in fact too high.
Discussion
The challenge addressed in this paper is to provide a generic model that covers the class of Ambient Intelligence applications that show human-like understanding and supporting behaviour. Here human-like understanding is defined as understanding in the sense of being able to analyse and estimate what is going on in the human's mind and body (a form of mind/bodyreading). Input for these processes are observed information about the human's physiological and behavioural states and dynamic models for the human's physical and mental processes. For the mental side such a dynamic model is sometimes called a Theory of Mind (e.g., [Dennett (1987a) ], [Gaerdenfors (2003) ], [Goldman (2006) ]) and may cover concepts such as emotion, attention, intention, and belief. This can be extended to integration with the human's physical processes, relating, for example, to skin conditions, heart rates, and levels of blood sugar, insulin, adrenalin, testosterone, serotonin, and specific medication taken. In this class of Ambient Intelligence applications, knowledge from human-directed disciplines is exploited, in order to take care of (and support in a knowledgeable manner) humans in their daily living, in medical, psychological and social respects. Thus, an ambience is created that uses essential knowledge from the human-directed disciplines to provide a more human-like understanding of human func-tioning, and from this understanding can provide adequate support. This may concern, for example, elderly people, criminals and psychiatric patients, but also humans in highly demanding tasks.
The generic model introduced in this paper is a template for the specific class of Ambient Intelligence applications as described. One of the characteristics of this class is that a high level of human-directed context awareness plays a role; see also [Schmidt (2005) ], [Schmidt et al. (1999) ], [Schmidt et al. (2001) ]. The ambient software and hardware design is described in an agent-based manner at a conceptual design level and to support context awareness has generic facilities built in to represent human state models and dynamic process models, and methods for model-based simulation and analysis on the basis of such models. For a particular application, biomedical, neurological, psychological and/or social ontologies, knowledge and dynamic models about human functioning can be specified. The generic model includes slots where such application-specific content can be filled in to get an executable design for a working system. This specific content, together with the generic methods to operate on it, enables ambient agents to show human-like understanding of humans and to react on the basis of this understanding in a knowledgeable manner. The model has been positively evaluated in three case studies related to existing Ambient Intelligence applications that already are operational or in a far stage of development.
Driver Case
Driver Assessment agent: Domain-Specific Temporal Rules
The Driver Assessment agent will believe that the driver's state is assessed as negative either when it believes the alcohol level is high, or when it believes that the driver's gaze is unfocused and his steering operations are abnormal.
If the Driver Assessment agent believes that the driver's state is assessed as negative, then it will communicate this to the Cruise Control agent.
internal(driver assessment agent)|belief(driver assessment(negative)) output(driver assessment agent)|communication from to(driver assessment negative, driver assessment agent, cruise control agent)
Cruise Control agent: Domain-Specific Temporal Rules
If the Cruise Control agent believes that the driver's state is assessed as negative, and in case the car is not driving it will stop the engine, and in case the car is driving, it will slow down the car.
internal(cruise control agent)|belief(driver assessment(negative)) ∧ internal(cruise control agent)|belief(car is not driving) output(cruise control agent)|performing in(block ignition, car and environment) internal(cruise control agent)|belief(driver assessment(negative)) ∧ internal(cruise control agent)|belief(car is driving) output(cruise control agent)|performing in(slow down car, car and environment)
Steering Monitoring agent: Domain-Specific Temporal Rules
When the steering operation is classified as abnormal, the Steering Monitoring agent will believe that there is abnormal steering operation. When the Steering Monitoring agent believes that there is abnormal steering operation, it will communicate this to the Driver Assessment agent.
internal(steering monitoring agent)|belief(abnormal steering operation) outputl(steering monitoring agent)|communication from to(abnormal steering operation, steering monitoring agent, driver assessment agent)
Steering Sensoring agent: Domain-Specific Temporal Rules
When the steering sensoring agent observes steering operation, it will communicate this to the steering monitoring agent.
input(steering sensoring agent)|observed result(steering operation(S), driver body) output(steering sensoring agent)|communication from to(steering operation(S), camera agent, gaze focus monitoring agent)
Gaze-focus Monitoring agent: Domain-Specific Temporal Rules
When the gaze focus is classified as unfocused, the Steering Monitoring agent will believe that there is unfocused gaze. When the Steering Monitoring agent believes that there is unfocused gaze, it will communicate this to the Driver Assessment agent.
internal(gaze focus monitoring agent)|belief(unfocused gaze) output(gaze focus monitoring agent)|communication from to(unfocused gaze, gaze focus monitoring agent, driver assessment agent) Agent-Based Ubiquitous Computing
Gaze-focus Sensoring agent: Domain-Specific Temporal Rules
When the Gaze focus sensoring agent observes a gaze focus, it will communicate this to the Gaze-Focus Monitoring agent.
input(gaze focus sensoring agent)|observed result(gaze focus(G), driver body) output(gaze focus sensoring agent)|communication from to(gaze focus(G), gaze focus sensoring agent, gaze focus monitoring agent)
Alcohol-level Monitoring agent: Domain-Specific Temporal Rules
When the alcohol level is classified as high, the Alcohol-Level Monitoring agent will believe that there is a high alcohol level. When the Alcohol-Level Monitoring agent believes that there is a high alcohol level, it will communicate this to the Driver Assessment agent. 
Driver: Domain-Specific Temporal Rules
The driver is characterised by the steering operations, the gaze focus and the alcohol level.
output(driver body)|performing in(steering operation(S), car and environment) output(driver body)|performing in(start engine, car and environment) output(driver body)|performing in(accelerate, car and environment) internal(driver body)|world fact(gaze focus(G)) internal(driver body)|world fact(alcohol level(A))
Car and Environment: Domain-Specific Temporal Rules
Steering operations can be performed upon the car. The action of slowing down the car has the effect that the car is not driving anymore. The effect of stopping the engine has the effect that the engine is off.
internal(car and environment)|has effect(slow down car, car not driving) internal(car and environment)|has effect(block ignition, engine off) internal(car and environment)|has effect(¬block ignition ∧ start engine, engine running) internal(car and environment)|has effect(engine running ∧ accelerate, car driving)
Aggression Handling Case
Sound Analysis agent: Domain-Specific Temporal Rules
The Sound Analysis believes that aggression in the crowd leads to a loud sound (within duration D).
internal(sound analysis agent)|belief(leadsto(aggression in crowd), sound(loud), D)
When the Sound Analysis agent believes that there is aggression in the crowd, it will communicate this to the camera control agent and to the police officer at the station, together with the sound.
internal(sound analysis agent)|belief(aggression in crowd ∧ sound(loud)) output(sound analysis agent)|communication from to(inspection needed, sound analysis agent, camera control agent) ∧ output(sound analysis agent)|communication from to(inspection needed, sound analysis agent, police officer at station) ∧ output(sound analysis agent)|communication from to(sound(loud), sound analysis agent, police officer at station)
Camera Control agent: Domain-Specific Temporal Rules
When the Camera Control agent believes that inspection is needed, it will believe that there is aggression in the crowd.
internal(camera control agent)|belief(inspection needed) internal(camera control agent)|belief(aggression in crowd)
When the Camera Control agent believes that there is aggression in the crowd, it will communicate to the Camera agent that inspection is needed.
internal(camera control agent)|belief(aggression in crowd) output(camera control agent) |communication from to(view needed, camera control agent, camera agent)
Microphone agent: Domain-Specific Temporal Rules
The Microphone can observe the sound in the crowd.
output(microphone agent)|observation focus in(sound(S), persons in crowd)
When the Microphone agent believes that there is a certain type of sound, it will communicate this to the Sound Analysis agent.
internal(microphone agent)|belief(sound(S)) output(microphone agent)|communication from to(sound(S), microphone agent, sound analysis agent) September 30, 2008 13:18 Atlantis Press Book -9.75in x 6.5in ABUCbook
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Camera agent: Domain-Specific Temporal Rules
When the Camera believes that inspection is needed, it will focus its observation for this view.
internal(camera agent)|belief(inspection needed) output(camera agent)|observation focus in(view(V), persons in crowd)
When the Camera agent believes that there is a certain type of view, it will communicate this to the Police Officer at the Station.
internal(camera agent)|belief(view(V)) output(camera agent)|communication from to(view(V), camera agent, police officer at station)
Persons in Crowd: Domain-Specific Temporal Rules
The Persons in the Crowd are characterised by the sound and view (that are generated at random).
internal(persons in crowd)|world fact(sound(S)) internal(persons in crowd)|world fact(view(V))
The action stop aggression has as effect a quiet sound.
internal(persons in crowd)|has effect(stop aggression, sound(quiet))
Police Officer at Station: Domain-Specific Temporal Rules
The Police Officer at the Station believes that a loud sound combined with a view of fighting persons is an indication for aggression.
internal(police officer at station)|belief(sound view classification(loud, fighting persons, aggressive))
When Police Officer at the Station believes that inspection is needed, and (s)he classifies the combination of sound and view as aggressive, (s)he will believe that there is aggression. When Police Officer at the Station believes that there is aggression, (s)he will communicate to the Police Officer at the street that inspection is needed. The Police Officer at the Street believes that a loud sound combined with a view of fighting persons is an indication for aggression.
internal(police officer at street)|belief(sound view classification(loud, fighting persons, aggressive))
When the Police Officer at the Street receives communication from the Police Officer at the Station that there is aggression, the will believe that there may be aggression.
input(police officer at street)|communicated from to(aggression in crowd, police officer at station, police officer at street) internal(police officer at street)|belief(inspection needed)
When Police Officer at the Street believes that inspection is needed, then (s)he will focus on observing the sound and view in the situation.
internal(police officer at street)|belief(inspection needed) output(police officer at street)|observation focus in(sound(S), persons in crowd) ∧ output(police officer at street)|observation focus in(view(V), persons in crowd)
When Police Officer at the Street believes that inspection is needed, and (s)he classifies the combination of sound and view as aggressive, (s)he will believe that there is aggression.
internal(police officer at street)|belief(inspection needed) ∧ internal(police officer at street)|belief(sound(S)) ∧ internal(police officer at street)|belief(view(V)) ∧ internal(police officer at street)|belief(sound view classification(S, V, aggressive)) internal(police officer at street)|belief(aggression in crowd)
When Police Officer at the Street believes that there is aggression, (s)he will stop the aggression.
internal(police officer at street)|belief(aggression in crowd) output(police officer at street)|performing in(stop aggression, persons in crowd)
Medicine Usage Case
Medicine Box Agent
The Medicine Box Agent has functionality concerning communication to both the patient and the Usage Support Agent. First of all, the observed usage of medicine is communicated to the Usage Support Agent in case the medicine is not taken too early, as specified in MBA1.
MBA1: Medicine usage communication
If the Medicine Box Agent has a belief that the patient has taken medicine from a certain position in the box, and that the particular position contains a certain type of medicine M, and taking the medicine does not result in a too high medicine concentration of medicine M within the patient, then the usage of this type of medicine is communicated to the Usage Support Agent. In case medicine is taken out of the box too early, a warning is communicated by a beep and the information is forwarded to the Usage Support Agent (MBA2 and MBA3).
MBA2: Too early medicine usage prevention
If the Medicine Box Agent has the belief that the patient has taken medicine from a certain position in the box, that this position contains a certain type of medicine M, and taking the medicine results in a too high medicine concentration of medicine M within the patient, then a warning beep is communicated to the patient.
internal(medicine box agent)|belief(medicine taken from position(x y coordinate(X,Y))) ∧ internal(medicine box agent)|belief(medicine at location(x y coordinate(X, Y), M)) ∧ internal(medicine box agent)|belief(medicine level(M, C)) ∧ max medicine level(maxB) ∧ dose(P) ∧ C + P > maxB output(medicine box agent)|communication from to(sound beep, medicine box agent, patient)
MBA3: Early medicine usage communication
If the Medicine Box Agent has a belief that the patient was taking medicine from a certain position in the box, and that the particular position contains a certain type of medicine M, and taking the medicine would result in a too high concentration of medicine M within the patient, then this is communicated to the Usage Support Agent.
internal(medicine box agent)|belief(medicine taken from position(x y coordinate(X,Y))) ∧ internal(medicine box agent)|belief(medicine at location(x y coordinate(X, Y), M)) ∧ internal(medicine box agent)|belief(medicine level(M, C)) ∧ max medicine level(maxB) ∧ dose(P) ∧ C + P > maxB output(medicine box agent)|communication from to( too early intake intention, medicine box agent, usage support agent)
Usage Support Agent
The Usage Support Agent's functionality is described by three sets of temporal rules. First, the agent maintains a dynamic model for the concentration of medicine in the patient over time in the form of a belief about a leads to relation.
USA1: Maintain dynamic model
The Usage Support Agent believes that if the medicine level for medicine M is C, and the usage effect of the medicine is E, then after duration D the medicine level of medicine M is C+E minus G*(C+E)*D with G the decay value. In order to reason about the usage information, this information is interpreted (USA2), and stored in the database (USA3).
USA2: Interpret usage
If the agent has a belief concerning usage of medicine M and the current time is T, then a belief is generated that this is the last usage of medicine M, and the intention is generated to store this in the patient database.
internal(usage support agent)|belief(medicine used(M)) ∧ internal(usage support agent)|belief(current time(T)) internal(usage support agent)|belief(last recorded usage(M, T) ∧ internal(usage support agent)|intention(store usage(M, T))
USA3: Store usage in database
If the agent has the intention to store the medicine usage in the patient database, then the agent performs this action. Finally, temporal rules were specified for taking the appropriate measures. Three types of measures are possible. First, in case of early intake, a warning SMS is communicated (USA4). Second, in case the patient is too late with taking medicine, a different SMS is communicated, suggesting to take the medicine (USA5). Finally, when the patient does not respond to such SMSs, the doctor is informed by SMS (USA6).
USA4: Send early warning SMS
If the agent has the belief that an intention was shown by the patient to take medicine too early, then an SMS is communicated to the patient cell phone that the medicine should be put back in the box, and the patient should wait for a new SMS before taking more medicine.
internal(usage support agent)|belief(too early intake intention) output(usage support agent)|communication from to(put medicine back and wait for signal, usage support agent, patient cell phone)
USA5: SMS to patient when medicine not taken on time
If the agent has the belief that the level of medicine M is C at the current time point, and the level is considered to be too low, and the last message has been communicated before the last usage, and at the current time point no more medicine will be absorbed by the patient due to previous intake, then an SMS is sent to the patient cell phone to take the medicine M.
internal(usage support agent)|belief(current time(T3)) ∧ internal(usage support agent)|belief(at(medicine level(M, C), T3)) ∧ min medicine level(minB) ∧ C < minB ∧ internal(usage support agent)|belief(last recorded usage(M, T)) ∧ internal(usage support agent)|belief(last recorded patient message sent(M, T2)) ∧ T2 < T ∧ usage effect duration(UED) ∧ T3 > T + UED output(usage support agent)|communication from to(sms take medicine(M), usage support agent, patient cell phone)
USA6: SMS to doctor when no patient response to SMS
If the agent has the belief that the last SMS to the patient has been communicated at time T, and the last SMS to the doctor has been communicated before this time point, and furthermore, the last recorded usage is before the time point at which the SMS has been sent to the patient, and finally, the current time is later than time T plus a certain delay parameter for informing the doctor, then an SMS is communicated to the cell phone of the doctor that the patient has not taken medicine M.
internal(usage support agent)|belief(last recorded patient message sent(M, T)) ∧ internal(usage support agent)|belief(last recorded doctor message sent(M, T0)) ∧ internal(usage support agent)|belief(last recorded usage(M, T2)) ∧ internal(usage support agent)|belief(current time(T3)) ∧ T0 < T ∧ T2 < T ∧ max delay after warning(DAW) ∧ T3 > T + DAW output(usage support agent)|communication from to(sms not taken medicine(M), usage support agent, doctor cell phone)
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